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ERRATUM
The first word on all the blue
pages should be Figure
Abstract
In this report the nuclear data library KEDAK-3 is presented
in graphical form for the non-fissile materials. It is also
compared with the KEDAK-2 and the KFKINR set of group constants.
Graphische Darstellung der deutschen Kerndatenbibliothek KEDAK
Teil I: Nichtspaltbare Materialien
Zusammenfassung
In diesem Bericht ist die Kerndatenbibliothek KEDAK-3 für die
nichtspaltbaren Materialien graphisch dargestellt. Sie ist ferner
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Sinee the last publ iea1: ion/l/ of the neutron er:;lSS
section liberary KEDAK in graphieal form in 1962 a number of
cross sections has be~n reevaluated. Two new vers ions of
KEDAK have been issued in the meantime. Therefore it is
deemed neeessar)/ to republlsh the neutron data file KEDAK in
graphieal ferme
In this report neutron cross seetions of nonrissi le
materia Is of the newest vers Ion of KEtAK (KEDAK-3) are
presented in graphleal form for energies ranglng from 0.001
eVto 15.0 MeV. Tt i9 also eompared with the 1971 version of
KEDAK/2/ and the relevant dat a from the KFKINR-set/3/ are
also plotted. The KFKINR-set Is an adjusted set of nuelear
group constants in ARBN 26 group structure. It has been
established In 1972 and Is presently used a1: the Nuelear
Research Centre Karlsruhe and other institutions to perform
fast reaetoT' caleulations. The primary basis of this set Is
KF.DAK-2, most of 1:he group constants for nonfissile
materials are the weighted averages of the corresponding
KEDAK-2 data. The main difference between the KEDAK-2 data
and the KfKINR-set Is 1:0 be observed for fissile materials.
While eompairing the KEDAK-2 and the KFKINR data aceount
shou1d be taken of the somewhat arbltrary choiee of the
ener9Y 11m Hs of the plots. In some eases these energv
limits may give a misleadlng impression of the discrepancy
bet ween t he KFK I NR- se t a nd KEDAK-2.
Zum Druck eingereicht am: 2.12.1975
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!1: should bf; noted that the label GLD KEDI\K does not
represent the da1:a publ ished in ref'erence 1 but stands for
KEDAK-2 for which n~ graphical presentation 19 ava1 lable so
far. ;'he label NN KSDAK stands f'ar KEDAK-3; status Getober
197fJ.
In cases where onl~ one eurve 19 plotted the relevant
data· are miss1nq In KEDAK-2. Overlappinq of old and new
KCDÄK throughout the energy range plotted Indica1:es that no
new evalua+ Ion or t hi~ cross sect Ion 113 performed at
Karlruhe after 1970. The status of KCDAK-3 AS described in
ref'p.!rence 6., In the append1x the tables 13ummar1sing the
status and the conterrts of KEDAK-3 ",re reproduced.
These plots were generated with the computer program
PLKPG/4 land PLOTEASY/5/. The nomencl ature 0 f t he ero ss
seet ions 19 as in KSDAK file and 1s listed below.
seT= 0t =Total neutron cross secUon
SG3= o(n,y) =Radlative capture cross sectlon
SGA~ Gab =~bs:'>rption cross sectlon
=SC;G+SGP+SGALP+Se~(SGF)
SGX= 0non =Nonel ast1c cross sec1:ion
=SC,T-SGn",SGI\ +SG2N+SG3N
SGN~ o(n,n) =Elast ic scatt.ering cross sed ion
3G1= o(n,n') =Total inealstlc cross s~ctlon
- 3 -
SGIZ=0(n,n'E) =Cross seeiion for the inelasHe excitation of
t he re s I cl u a 1 nu e 1eu s tot hel e v eIE
SGfR=0 tr =Transport cross seetion
= SGT-MUEL*SGN
MU8L=lJ 1 =Average of the eosine of the elelst! e scatterinq
an !=Il e in thc 1abora tor !I system
SGP=Cross seciion for the (n,p) process
SGD=Cross sectton for the (n,cl) process
SGALP=Cross secHon for the (n,ex) pl'ocess
SG2N =C ross sect ion for the (n ,2n) process
In the energll region where in additIon to the elast lc
c ha n n el t he 0 n 1 1I ot her 0 pe n eh a n ne 1 ist he rad i at iv e capt ur e
channel, SGG=SGA=SGX. Onllf one of these cross 5ection9,
name Ilf SGG, 1 s plotted.
The contents ~f the KEDAK fi]e can be obtat ned in
tabular form 01" on tapes, either through the CCDN-Saclay or
directlll from ihis institute. For a complete list of the
contents of thp. present version of KEDAK see appendix.
- I! -
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Fi 9 i ure Reac"tion t )/pe Ene rgy range Mat er 1 Cl 1 name
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Fi Q i u i'€ Reac-tion t lIpe Ene rg).f :r a nge Material name
1 SGT 0,,001 eV to 10 MeV H 2
2 SGG tft
3 SGN ~ .,
4 SGTR Q iI
5 M!JEL 11 'I
6 SGT 1 MeV to 15 MeV
7 SGG ' ~
8 SGX i t
9 SGN ~ ,
10 SGTR 'I ~
11 MUEL ••
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Fi. g1 ure React io~ t ~! pe En er 0)/ range Mate!':1 Cl 1 name
1 SGP 0,,001 eV to 10 l'ileV HE 3
2 SGT 11 11 HE 4
3 SGN ' 1J
4 SGTR <J ,
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FIG. 5 HE 11 MUEL INR901HE 28.01 18.54.
Fi gi ure Reac-tion type Ene rg y range MCl't er i 01 name
1 SGT o QO 01 eV to 1 MeV C 12
2 SGG ' 1
3 SGN 9 "3
4 SGTR i 1
5 MlJE l ' 1
6 SGT 1 MeV to 15 MeV
7 SGG ' ,
8 SGA ' ,
9 SGX ' ,
10 SGN
' "11 SGTR ' ,
12 MUEl ' ,
13 SGI 5 MeV to 15 f'ileV
14 SGIZ
E*= 4.43 lVeV ' ,
15 E*= 7.65 MeV ' ,
16 E*= 9.56 jlJeV ' '0
17 E*= 10.8 MeV ' 9
18 E*= 11.8 MeV ' ,
19 SGALP 6 MeV to 15 MeV
20 SGI3A 9 MeV to 15 MeV
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Figiure Reaction type Ene rg)./ range Material name
1 SGT 0 .. 001 eV 1:0 1 NeV n 16
2 SGG 0.001 eV 1.:0 15 r-1eV
3 SGN 0.001 eV to 1 MeV
4 SGT R 1 1
5 SGT 0.. 5 Me V to 15 MeV
6 SGA 1 1
7 SGX 1 ,
8 SGN 'll ,
9 SGTR 1 •
10 MUEL 0.1 MeV 10 15 MeV
11 SG I 5 .. 0 MeV to 15 MeV
12 SGIZ
E*= 6.065 MeV t 9
13 E*= 6.131 MeV ' ,
14 E*= 6.917 MeV '0 1
15 E*= 7. t 19 MeV t 1
16 E*= 8.872 MeV ' ,
17 E*= 9.597 MeV 10 MeV 1.:0 15 MeV
18 E*= 9.847 MeV .,.
19 E*=10.354 MeV 11 ,
20 E*=10.;}52 MeV
' 1
21 E*=11.080 MeV " t
22 E*=11.260 MeV ' ,
23 E*=11.440 MeV '0 ,
24 SGP 10 MeV 1.:0 15 r-1eV
25 SGD 11 1I
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FiQiure Reac1iolO type ElOergy :range Mat er! al nam·e
1 SGT 0,,001 eV to 1 keV NA 23
2 SGG 1I 1
3 SGN ~ 1I
4 SGTR • '.I
5 SGT 1 keV to 1 MeV
6 SGG 9 1
7 SGX ' 'll
8 SGN 11 '.I
9 SGTR II 11
10 t"UEl 'I 'I
11 SGT 1 keV '1:0 10 keV
12 SGG " 'I
13 SGN t 1
14 SGT 10 keV to 0 .. 1 MeV
15 SGG 11 1l
16 SGN 1 11
17 SGTR 1 1
18 MUEL t ,
19 SGT 0 .. 1 MeV 1:0 1 MeV
20 SGG 11 ,
21 SGX • 11
22 SGt-J 11 1
23 SGT 1 MeV 1:0 15 MeV
24 SGG 1 •
25 SGA ' 11
26 SGX ' 1
27 SGN 'I 9
28 SGTR ' 0
29 MUEt 11 'I
30 SGI ' 11
31 SGIZ
E*= 0,,439 MeV Thr" to 4 NeV
32 E*= 2 .. 080 MeV I 1
33 E*: 2 .. 390 MeV ••
34 E*= 2,,640 MeV o 1
35 E*= 2.710 MeV 1 11
36 E*= 2 .. 980 MeV 11 'I
37 E*= 3.580 MeV ' 1
38 SGP 4 MeV '1:0 15 MeV
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fi.g i ure Reactioi"l t vpe EnerQY range Mater! al name
1 SGT 0 .. 001 eV to 1 keV AL 27
2 SGG 9 ,
3 BGN Q jJ
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5 SGT 1 keV to 1 MeV
6 SGG 'J iI
7 SGN 1 ,
8 SGTR 9 ,
9 MUEL ' ,
10 SGT 1 MeV to 15 MeV
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15 MUEL ' jJ
16 SGI 9 11
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E*=O .. 8~2 MeV 1 MeV to 4 .. 5 MeV
18 E*= 1 .. 010 MeV v 1
19 E*= 2 .. 21 MeV 9 11
20 E*= 2 .. 730 MeV 'il 1
21 E*= 2 .. 980 MeV 9 II
22 E*= 3 .. 580 MeV ' ,
23 E*= 3 .. 950 MeV 4 MeV 1:0 4 .. 5NeV
24- E*= 4 .. 050 MeV Q 11
25 SGP 2 MeV to 15 MeV
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4 SGN ~ 1/
5 SGrn ' 11
6 SGT 1 keV to 1 MeV
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• 1I
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• 1I
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fi!41ure Reaci:ion t ~pe Energ ~ range tJfai: er i 01 name
1 SGT 0 .. 001 eV to 1 k€lV eR
2 SGG ~ i
3 SGTR ~ ~
4 SGT 1 keV '1;0 100 keV
5 SGG v 'J
6 SGN v 1
7 SGTR ' J
e ~UEL 1 9
9 SGT 1 keV 1:0 lOD keV
10 SGG 1/ 1/
11 SGN 1 "
12 SGTR .. ,
13 MUEL 1 9
14 SGG 0,,1 MeV 1:0 1 MeV
15 SGX ' ,
16 SGT 001 MeV to 0 .. 3 MeV
17 SGN ' ,
18 SGTR 1/ ,
19 ~UEl ' ,
20 SGT 0 .. 3 MeV 1:0 0" 6 MeV
21 SGN ' ,
22 SGTR 1 ,
23 MUEL ' 'J
24 SGT 0,,6 MeV to 1 fileV
25 SGX t 1
26 SGN ' ,
27 SGTR ' 1
28 ~UEl 1/ ,
29 SGT 1 MeV to 15 MeV
30 SGG ' I
31 SGA 1 t
32 SGX ' ,
33 SGTR 1 ,
34 MUEl • 'I
35 SGI ' ,
36 SGIZ
E*= 1e0 1 MeV Thr,. 1:0 3 .. 2 MeV
37 E*= 0 .. 565 MeV 1 '9
38 E*=0 .. 782 f'l.eV 'J ,
39 E*= 1 .. 010 MeV ' ,
40 E*= 1 .. l3 0 MeV ' ,
41 E*= 1 .. 840 MeV ':I 1
42 E*= 2 .. 370 MeV ' i
43 E*= 2.620 MeV ' ,
44 E*::: 2.970 MeV 1 1
45 SGP 2 MeV 1:0 15 MeV
46 SGALP 4 MeV 1:0 15 MeV
47 SG2N 8 MeV 1:0 15 MeV
48 SGP 2 MeV 1:0 15 MeV eR 50
49 SGALP 4 MeV to 15 MeV
50 SG2N 13 MeV to 15 MeV
Fi Qi LI 1"e Reaet ion t 14 pe En ergy range Ma 'i·eX' 1 GI 1 name
51 SGP 5 MeV '1:0 15 MeV eR 52
52 SGALP ~ il
53 SG2N 12 MeV to 15 MeV
54 SGP 4 MeV 1:0 15 MeV eR 53
55 SGALP , ,
56 SG2N 8 MeV .to 15 MeV
57 SGP 10 MeV to 15 MeV eR 54
58 SGALP 7 MeV to 15 MeV
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Figiure Reacti on t iipe Energ1J :range Ma1: €ll" i al name
1 SGT 0 0 001 e\} 1:0 1 keV FE
2 SGG <l ,
3 SGN ' ~
4 SGTR ' '"5 SGT 1 keV to 100 keV
6 SGG ' ,
7 SGN 'J ,
8 8GT11 1 ,
9 MUEL ' g
10 SGT 001 MeV 1:0 1 MeV
11 SGG ' ,
12 SGX ~ f
13 SGN 1 11
14 SGTH ' ,
15 MUEL 1 ,
16 SGT O.lMeV to 0025 MeV
17 SGG 1 1
18 SGN ' ,
19 SGTH 1 9
20 SGT 0.25 MeV to 0.5 MeV
21 SGN f ,
22 SGTR t 1
23 SGT 0.5 MeV to 0.75 MeV
24 SGN 1 f
25 8GTR ' ,
26 SGT 0.75 MeV to 1 MeV
27 SGG 1 f
28 SGX 1 ,
29 SGN 1 ,
30 SGTR 1 ,
31 SGT 1 MeV to 10 MeV
32 SGG 1 ,
33 SGA ' 11
34 SGX ' ,
35 SGN ' ,
36 SGTR ' ,
37 fIIUEL 1 ,
38 SGT 1 MeV 1:0 2.5 MeV
39 SGX ' '"
40 SGN 1 1
41 8GTR ' 1
42 MUEL t 1)
43 SGT 1 MeV to 15 MeV
44 SGG ' ,
45 SGA ' ,
46 SGX ' il
47 SGN ' ,
48 SGTH 1 ,
49 MUEL 1 ,
50 SGl ' f
figiure Read lon hfpe En erg~ range Ma ted al name
51 SGIZ FE
E*= 0.845 MeV Thr" ;;0 5 MeV
52 E*= 1,,410 MeV 1 "
53 E*= 2,,080 MeV 1/ 1f
54 E*= 2,,660 MeV ",
55 E*= 2 .. 940 MeV " 1
56 E*= 3.120 MeV 9 11
57 E*= 3.:'>70 MeV l/ ,
58 E*= 3.500 Me \} , J
59 E*~ 3.830 MeV il 11
60 E*= 4.040 MeV 1111
61 SGP , 1
62 SGALP B 11
63 SG2N 111
64 SGP 1) 11 FE 54
65 SGALP , 1
66 SG2N 11 1/
67 SGP g 1 FE 56
68 SGALP 1/ g
€9 SG2N 1 1
70 SGP 1/ 1 FE 57
71 SGALP 11
72 SG2N 1 1
73 SGP 11 1 FE 58
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n g1 ure Reaci;ion type Energ~ ra nge Material name
1 SGT 0,,001 eV 1;0 10 keV NI
2 SCG 9 1
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6 SGT 10 keV to 1 MeV
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10 MUEt 1 0
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16 SGTR ' ,
17 MUEt 11 11
18 SGi 1 ,
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E*= 1 &33 MeV Th T& to 4 MeV
20 E*= 1 &45 MeV ' 9
21 E*= 2 .. 16 MeV 1 1
22 E*= 2 e2 '9 l"leV 11 ,
23 E*= 2 e46 ~.eV 1 11 •24 E*= 2 e5 0 Me V o t
25 E*= 2 e5 3 MeV 9 , I26 E*= 2<>77 MeV ' ,
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28 E*= 0&13 f"eV ' ,
29 E*= 3 &2 6 f'leV Q •
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31 SG,P ThT& to 15 MeV
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47 SGALP , 1
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fi Qi tl Y'e Read ion t).l p~ En er gy range '1j a t ,er i al name
1 SGr 0,,001 eV 1:0 10 eV MO
2 SGG ' 3
3 SGN 3 'J
4 SGTR 1 t
5 SGT 10 eV io 10{) eV
6 SGG ' ,
7 SGN ",
8 SGTR t 'i1
9 SGT 100 eV to 300 eV
10 SGG t t
11 SGN ' j
12 SGTR 'i1 1I
13 SGT 3'00 eV 1:0 500 eV
14 SGG .,
15 SGN ' ,
16 SGTR ' ,
17 SGT 500 eV to 700 eV
18 SGG ' ,
19 SGN " 1
20 SGTR 1 ,
21 SGT 700 eV to 1 keV
22 SGG ' ,
23 SGN ' ,
24 SGTR " I
25 SGr 1 keV to 10 keV
26 SGG ' t
27 SGN 9 'I
28 SGTR t 1
29 SGT 10 keV to 1 MeV
30 SGG 11
31 SGX 11 ,
32 SGN ' ,
33 SGTR ' ,
34 MUEL ' t
35 SGr 1 MeV 1:0 15 MeV
36 SGG ' ,
37 SGA t ,
38 SGX ' t
39 SGN 11 ,
L}O SeTR t 3
41 foIUEL
' "42 SGI ' 9
43 SGIZ
E*= 0.203 MeV t ,
44 E*= 0.530 MeV q D
45 E*= 0,,785 MeV ",
46 E*= 0.:1 30 MeV 'I ,
47 E*= 1 .. 100 MeV 1 1
48 E*= 1 .. 260 MeV 'i1 1
49 E*= 1~500 MeV ' ,
50 E*= L860 MeV ' 1
F i p i ur 18 neaction t ?!pe E n€l'g 11 rClrq:]f€ f'ilede'l' 1a 1 name
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71 SG2N t il
72 'SGP , , MOlO 0
73 SGALP 'il Jl
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n g1 ure Reaci;ion type Energ~ ra nge Material name
1 SGT 0,,001 eV 1;0 10 keV NI
2 SCG 9 1
3 SGX 9 11
4 SCN 1 1
5 SGTR 11 t
6 SGT 10 keV to 1 MeV
7 SGG 9 11
8 SGN 11 9
9 SGTR o 9
10 MUEt 1 0
11 SGT 1 MeV to 15 MeV
12 SGG 9 ,
13 SGA 9 ,
14 SGX ' 11
15 SGN ' Q
16 SGTR ' ,
17 MUEt 11 11
18 SGi 1 ,
19 SGIZ
E*= 1 &33 MeV Th T& to 4 MeV
20 E*= 1 &45 MeV ' 9
21 E*= 2 .. 16 MeV 1 1
22 E*= 2 e2 '9 l"leV 11 ,
23 E*= 2 e46 ~.eV 1 11 •24 E*= 2 e5 0 Me V o t
25 E*= 2 e5 3 MeV 9 , I26 E*= 2<>77 MeV ' ,
27 E*= oe04 MeV ' ,
28 E*= 0&13 f"eV ' ,
29 E*= 3 &2 6 f'leV Q •
30 E*= :3 &52 MeV ' ,
31 SG,P ThT& to 15 MeV
32 SGALP 'I Q
33 SG2N 11 11
34 SGP , 11 NI 58
35 SGALP , ,
36 SG2 N ' ,
37 SGP , , NI 60
38 SGALP 1 11
39 SG2N ' ,
40 SGP 9 1 NI 61
41 SGALP , ,
42 SG2N ' 11
43 SGP 1 1 NI 62
44 SGALP , ,
45 SG2N ' 11
46 SGP , 11 NI 64
47 SGALP , 1
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fi Qi tl Y'e Read ion t).l p~ En er gy range '1j a t ,er i al name
1 SGr 0,,001 eV 1:0 10 eV MO
2 SGG ' 3
3 SGN 3 'J
4 SGTR 1 t
5 SGT 10 eV io 10{) eV
6 SGG ' ,
7 SGN ",
8 SGTR t 'i1
9 SGT 100 eV to 300 eV
10 SGG t t
11 SGN ' j
12 SGTR 'i1 1I
13 SGT 3'00 eV 1:0 500 eV
14 SGG .,
15 SGN ' ,
16 SGTR ' ,
17 SGT 500 eV to 700 eV
18 SGG ' ,
19 SGN " 1
20 SGTR 1 ,
21 SGT 700 eV to 1 keV
22 SGG ' ,
23 SGN ' ,
24 SGTR " I
25 SGr 1 keV to 10 keV
26 SGG ' t
27 SGN 9 'I
28 SGTR t 1
29 SGT 10 keV to 1 MeV
30 SGG 11
31 SGX 11 ,
32 SGN ' ,
33 SGTR ' ,
34 MUEL ' t
35 SGr 1 MeV 1:0 15 MeV
36 SGG ' ,
37 SGA t ,
38 SGX ' t
39 SGN 11 ,
L}O SeTR t 3
41 foIUEL
' "42 SGI ' 9
43 SGIZ
E*= 0.203 MeV t ,
44 E*= 0.530 MeV q D
45 E*= 0,,785 MeV ",
46 E*= 0.:1 30 MeV 'I ,
47 E*= 1 .. 100 MeV 1 1
48 E*= 1 .. 260 MeV 'i1 1
49 E*= 1~500 MeV ' ,
50 E*= L860 MeV ' 1
F i p i ur 18 neaction t ?!pe E n€l'g 11 rClrq:]f€ f'ilede'l' 1a 1 name
51 SGP 1 f'iJeV to 15 MeV )\ilG
52 SGALP Q jj
5~ SG2N ') 11
54 SGP ~ ') i'v1O 92
55 SGALP '! ,
56 SG2N l] "
57 SGP 11 Q MO 94
58 SGALP 11 1
59 SG2N 1! ..
60 SGP '3 1 MO 95
61 SGALP I 'il
62 SG2N 'il I
63 SGP 11 1 MO 96
64 SGALP iI 'il
65 SG2N 'il 1
66 SGP 11 1 MG 97
67 SGALP " 'J
68 SG2N 'il 'il
69 SG P , I MO 98
70 SG.t\LP 1 •
71 SG2N t il
72 'SGP , , MOlO 0
73 SGALP 'il Jl
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H 1 Only ISOT1 and ISOT2 are available.
H H1
(H Bound in H2)
H 01
(H bound in ~O)
J.J.Sehmidt KFK 120 (1966)
R.Mayer KFK 1272/2 (1972)
p. 122-12 ff
B. Goel 1975 to be published
1971: Data extended to 15 MeV
Revision of data for 0t
above 700 keV, 0 throughout
e
the energy range (0.001 eV
to 15 MeV), angular distri-
bution for elastie seattering
and ~l'
1975: 0t and o(n,n) revised below
700 keV, for HOl.
H 2 (d) J.J.Sehmidt KFK 120 (1966)
B. Goel 1975 to be published 1975: Data extended to 15 MeV and
revised for 0 , 0t' 0 and
e n
o(n,2n) above 1 keV.
He 3 J.J.Sehmidt KFK 120 (1966) Only data for o(n,p) available
between 0.01 keVand 10 MeV.
He 4 J.J.Sehmidt KFK 120 (1966) Data only upto 10 MeV.
C 12 J.J.Sehmidt KFK 120 (1966)
R. Meyer KFK 1272 (1972)
B. Goel 1975 to be
published
1971: Data extended to 15 MeV.
Revision of data for o(n,n'),
o(n,p), o(n,a),o(n,3a) and
4 levels of inelastie seatter
ing
1975: Data revised for 0 above
e
1 eV and 0t below 1,4 MeV.
N B. Hinkelmann et al.
KFK 1340 (197 1)
Only angular distributions of neutron
elastie seattering for 48 energies
between 100 keV and 15.8 MeV are
available
to be published
J.J.Sehmidt KFK 120 (1966)
F. Weller and B. Goel 1975
o 16 1975: Data extended to 15 MeV.
Data revised for seattering
cross sections, oe' o(n,p)











J.J.Schmidt KFK 120 (1966)
R. Meyer unpub1ished
(1973)
B. Goe1 1975 to be pub1ished
J.J. Schmidt KFK 120 (1966)
B. Hinkelmann et a1.
B. Goe1 1975 to be pub1ished
B. Schatz unpub1ished
1970: Data extended to 15 MeV. New
evaluation for o(n,p), o(n,a),
0(n,2n) and 0 above I MeV.
c
1971: Reeva1uation of Resonance data
in the energy range I keV to
60 keV.
1975: Scattering data revised above
4 MeV and 0 revised between
c
60 keV and I MeV.
1967-1969: Reeva1uation of data for
reso1ved and statistica1 reso-
nance parameter, e1astic scatte-
ring and its angular distribution
above 100 keV•
1975: Data for 5.9 keV resonance revised
o revised between O. I eV and 7 keV.
c
The data for o(n,n') o(n,p) and
o(n,a) are also modified above
10 MeV.




Cr J.J.Schmidt KFK 120 (1966)
R. Meyer unpub1ished
(1970)
B. Goe1 1975 to be pub1ished
On1y ISOTI and ISOT2 are avai1ab1e
1970: Data extended to 15 MeV
Data improved for 0 above I MeV
c
and for o(n,p), o(n,a), and
0(n,2n)
1975: Data revised for 0 above 100 keV
c
and (n,n') above 4 MeV.
Cr 50 R.Meyer unpublished On1y data for resonance parameters,
Cr 52 (1970) o(n,p), o(n,a), 0(n,2n), ISOTI and












1970: Oata extended to 15 MeV
Reevaluation of cr above 1 MeV
c
and of cr(n,p), cr(n,a) and cr(n,2n)
1975: Oata.are being revised




Only data for resonance parameter,
cr(n,a), cr(n,2n), ISOTI and ISOT2
are available
Only data for cr(n,p), cr(n,a),

















J.J.Schmidt KFK 120 (1966)
R. Meyer, unpublished
( 1970)
B. Goel 1975 to be published
R. Meyer, unpublished
( 1970)





J.J.Schmidt KFK 120 (1966)
1970: Oata extended to 15 MeV.
Reevaluation of cr above 1 MeV
c
and of cr(n,p), cr(n,a) and cr(n,2n)
1975: cr revised above 200 keV.
c
-cr(n,n') revised above 4 MeV.
Only data for resonance parameters,
cr(n,p), cr(n,a), cr(n,2n), ISOTI and
ISOT2 are available.
1970: Oata extended to 15 MeV.
Reevaluation of cr above I MeV,
c
and of cr(n,p), cr(n,a) and cr(n,2n)
Oata avai1ab1e on1y for resonance
parameters, cr(n,p), cr(n,a), cr(n,2n),
ISOTI and ISOT2.









-J.J.Schmidt KFK 120 (1966) 1973: New evaluation of v and all
B. Schatz KFK 1629 (1973) other data above the reso1ved
F. Weller and B. Goe1 1975 resonance region.
to published 1975 : New evaluation of O'f and O't
above 100 keV.
J.J.Schmidt KFK 120 (1966) 1975: Extensive revision of all the data
B. Goe1, H. KUsters and
F. Weller Wash.-Conference
1975 and specialist meeting
Harwe11 1975 and to be
published
Pu 238 M. Caner and S. Yiftah
IA 130 1 (t 974)
B. Goe1 and B. Krieg 1975
to be published
New material on KEDAK
Pu 239 J.J.Schmidt KFK 120 (1966) Extensive revision of most of the
B. Hinkelmann et a1. KFK data
1340 (t 971)
B. Goe1, H. Klisters, and
F. We11e~ Washington Conf.




M. Caner and S. Yiftah
IA -1243 (1972)
F. Weller, B. Goe1 and
F. Fröhner 1975 to be
published





1975: New evaluation of resonance parameters
and storage of pointwise data in
resonance region
1975: Storage of pointwise cross
sections in the resonance region
- 457 -















GAlA SETS FIRST ARGUM. THRESHOLD + LAST ARGlJM.,
**"'*"'*******
* >I<



















'" H 01 '"
'" '"
************





















71 1.0000E-03 .I. 500CGEl-07
2 1.0000E-03 1.500GCEl-07
76 1.0000E-03 1.500CGEl-07
81 1.0000 E-03 L.5000GEt07
100 1.00001:-03 1.5000CEl-07
2 1.0000E-03 1.500CCEl-01
FCR 19 ENERG IES BETWElN 5. OOOOOOE l-O 't EV ANO 1.600000El-07 EV













FOR 19 ENERGIES BETWEEN 5.000000E+04 EV AND 1.600COOE+C7 EV





>I< H 2 *
* *
************
TYPE ARGUMEI'iTS FUNGT .-VALUES DHA SETS FIRST ARGUM. THRESHOLD LAST ARGUM.
AASTATUS 1 1 54
ISOll 0 3 1
IS0T2 0 3 1
MUEL 1 1 23 1.0000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGA 1 1 151 1.0000E-03 1.50000H01
SGAlP 1 1 2 1.0000E-03 1.500(OE+01
SGG 1 1 151 ].0000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGI 1 1 2 1.0000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGN 1 1 28 1.0000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGP 1 1 2 1.0000E-03 1.500(OE+01
SGT 1 1 27 1.0000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGTR 1 1 39 1.0000E-03 1.5ilOCCH01
SGX 1 1 141 1.0000E-03 1.500CCE+01
SG2N 1 1 31 1.0000 E-03 3.40000[+06 1.50000E+01
SGNG 1 1 FGR 14 ENERGIES BETwEl:N 5.000000Et04 EV ANIJ 1.4100COEtC7 Ev
****i<*'l<~****
>I< *
'" HE 3 '"
* ******~,***",,,,*
TYPE ARGUMEI\TS FUNGT.-VAlUES CAH SETS
AASTATUS 1 1 18
MUEl 1 1 2
SGA 1 1 77
SGAlP 1 1 2
SCG 1 1 2
SGI 1 1 2
SGN 1 1 2
SGP 1 1 17
SGT 1 1 2
sex 1 1 2
SG2N 1 1 2
*-+",,,,****~<*~,*
* *

























TYP!: ARGUt1ENT S FUNG T.-VAlUE S
MSTATUS 1 1



















































































































































LEVEL DATA SETS FIRST ARGUM. THRESHOLD LAST ARGUM.
4.4~OCOE+06 120































FOR 41 ENERGIES 8ETWEEN 1.000000~+05 EV AND 1.5830LOE+C7 EV
*********"'*'"
'" '"




FIRST tRGUM. THRESHLLlJ LAST AKGUM.
1.0000E-C3 6.50000H06 1. SOlO OUO 1




1.0000E-03 1.10JOO[;+07 1.5000 OE +0 1
1.0JOOE-03 1.10JOOE+01 1.50000E+07
1.0000E-03 1. 20000E+0 7 1.50000[+07
1.0000E-03 1.17960E+07 1.500001:+07
1.0000E-03 1.17960H07 1.5000 OHO 1
1.0000E-03 1.20000E+07 1.50000E+07




1.0000E-03 1.30ll00E+07 1. 50000E+0 1
1. OOOOE-O 3 1.34000E+07 1.5ll000E+01
1.0000E-03 1.34000E+07 1.50000E+01
1.0000E-03 1.31850E+07 1.5000 OHO 7
1.0000E-03 1.40000E+07 1.50JOCH07





















FOR 131 ENERGIES 8ETWEEN 1.000000[+05 EV AND



































































































* AL 27 *
* *
************






233 2.8500E+03 8.515 COH 0 5
119 I.GOOOE-03 1.50000E+01
167 I.GOOO[:-03 5.74000E+06 1.500C(,E+07
516 1.0000E-03 1.50000E+01
246 1.0000E-03 4.10000E+05 1.50000E+07
839 1.0000E-03 1.50000E+07




12 1.0000E-03 1.32000E+07 1.500COE+01
2 0.0 0.0
1
FCR 63 ENERGIES 8ETWEEN 1.000000E+04 EV ANO 1.430000E+07 EV
FCR 7 EXCITED lEVELS




1.0000E-03 L.81000H06 4. OOOOOE +06





















































59 6.0000E-04 6.20000E+06 1.50000E+01
280 6.0000E-04 1.50000H07
75 6.0000E-04 1.07000E+06 1.50000E+07
339 6.0000E-04 1.50000H07




4 6.0000E-04 1.40000H07 1.500CCH07
2 0.0 0.0
1
fOR 36 ENERGIES EETWEEN 1.000000E+04 EV AND 1.430000E+07 EV











FIRST ARGU~. THRESHOLD LAST ARGUM.
1.0000E-03 1.07000H06 4.5000CE+06




1.0000E-03 3.20000H06 4.5000 CE +06










TYPE ARGUMENT S FUNCT.-VALUES OHA SETS FIRST ARGUM. THRESHOLO LAST ARGUM.
AASTATUS 1 I 18
Ison 0 '3 1
IS0T2 0 3 1
IS013 1 1 2 3.5000Er01 3.100CCEtOl
MUEL 1 1 102 1.0000E-03 1.500CCEt01
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 27 -2.1000Et02 2.020CCEt05
SGA 1 1 346 1.9000E-02 1.500CGEt01
SGALP 1 1 40 1.9000E-02 2.00000Et06 1.500CGEt01
SGG 1 1 348 1.9000E-02 1.500CCE+01
SGI 1 1 50 1.9000E-02 1.04200Et06 1.500CCEt07
SGN 1 1 280 1.9000E-02 1.50GCCEt07
SGP 1 1 295 1.9000E-02 1.500CCEt07
SGT 1 1 263 1.9000E-02 1.500CCEt01
SGTR 1 1 272 1.9GOOE-02 1.500CCEt01
SGX 1 1 340 1.9000E-02 1.500CCEt01
SG2N 1 1 7 1.9000E-02 1.27000Et07 1.500CCEt01
************
*. >I<
>I< CL 35 *










(ATA SETS FIRST ARGUM. THkESHOLD LAST ARGU~.
('***********
>I< >I<


















































'" CR 50 '"
'" '"**"'****,,***'"









55 1.0000 E-03 3.99000Et06 1. 5000CEt07
189 1.0000E-03 1.500CCEt01
168 1.0000E-03 5.79000Et05 1.500COEt07
493 1.0000E-03 1.500CCEt01




37 1.0000E-03 8.12000Et06 1.500CCFt07
FCR 45 ENERGIES 8I:TWE!:N 1.000000E t04 EV ANO 1.4500COOC7 EV
FOR 8 EXC IT ED LEVELS









TYPE ARGUMENTS FUNCT.-VALUES DATA SETS
ISDn 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 5
SGALP 1 1 58
SGP 1 1 34
SG2N 1 1 9
ST 2 6 1























TYPE ARGUMEIITS FUNCT.-VALUES [AlA SETS
ISnTl 0 3 1
rSOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 ,8
SGlIlP 1 1 48
SGP 1 1 68
SG2N 1 1 12
ST 2 (, 1
STO 0 3 1
************
* *
* CR 53 *
* *
************
TYPE ARGUMEIITS FUNCT.-VALUES (AlA SETS
IS0Tl 0 3 1
rSOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 1
SGAlP 1 1 27
SGP 1 1 52
SG2N 1 1 32
ST 2 6 2
STO 0 ::I 1
************
* *
* CR 54 *
* *****1<*******
TYPE ARGUMEIITS FlINC T.-VALlJES rATA SETS
ISOn 0 3 1
rSOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 3
SGALP 1 1 35
SGP 1 1 22
SG2N 1 1 21
ST 2 6 1









































































































69 1.0000E-03 4.06000E+06 1.50000E+07
421 1.0000E-03 1.50000E+07
249 1.00COE-03 8.63200E+05 1.50000E+07
1025 1.0000E-03 1.500001:+07




37 1.0000E-03 7.96000E+06 1.50000E+07
FOR 45 ENERGlES 8ETWEEN 1.000000E+04 EV ANlJ 1.450000E+07 EV













'" '"* FE 54 '"
>I< '"
*"'*"'*"'*****'"
FIRST M~GUfJ.. THI<E SHGLP LAST ARGUM.
1.0000E-03 8.63200E+05 4.99000E+06
1.0000E-03 1.44470006 4.99000E+06
1.0000E-03 2.140001:+06 ',.990') OE +06
1. OOOOE-O 3 2.11000E+06 4.99000E+06
1.0000E-03 2.96000E+06 4.99000E+06
1.0000E-03 3.19000E+06 4.99000E+06




TYPE ARGUMENTS FUNCT.-VALUES CAH SETS
Ison 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 44
SGAlP 1 1 39
SGP 1 1 lU
SG2N 1 1 7
ST 2 6 1























Tab le 2 cant.
TYPE' ARGUMENTS FUNCT.-VAlUES [n~ SETS
ISOll 0 3 1
ISOT 2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 50
SGAlP 1 1 52
SGP 1 1 69
SG2N 1 1 14
ST 2 6 1
STO 0 3 1
******ic***(,*
* *
* FE 57 *
* *
"'**********-*
TYPE ARGUMEI\TS FUNCT.-VAlUES [AH SE TS
ISOTI 0 .3 1
ISOT 2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 2
SGAlP 1 1 61
SGP 1 1 34
SG2N 1 1 33
ST 2 6 2
STO 0 3 1
*******"'****
* *
* FE 58 *
* *
"'***********
TYP[ ARGUMEI'<TS FUNCT.-VAlUES CAH SET S
ISOll 0 .3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
SGAlP 1 1 27
SGP 1 1 40


















































































































57 1.0000E-03 2.08000E+06 1.50000Et07
512 [.0000E-03 1.500CCE+07
76 1.0000E-03 1.40000E+06 1.500COE+07
896 1.0000E-03 1.500CCEt07
141 1.0000E-03 7.92000Hu5 1.500COE+07
919 1.0000E-03 1.5000CE+07
912 1.0000E-03 1.5000 CEH 7
548 1.0000[-03 1.500COE+07
25 1.0000E-03 0.02300E+06 1.500COE+07
Fell 46 ENERGIES 8ETWEEN 1.000000E+04 EV ANO 1.4000COE+(7 EV
















* NI 58 *
* *
************
FIRST ~RGUM. THRESHOLD LAST ARGUM.
1.0000E-03 1.40000E+06 3.99300E +06
1.0000E-03 1.50000H06 3.99300E+06
1.0000E-03 2.25000E+06 3.99300E+06






1.0000E-03 3. LO'+001:+06 3.99300E+06
1.0000E-03 3.33700E+06 3.99300006
1.0000E-03 3.61000[+06 3.99300[+06
TYPE ARGUMENTS FUNCl.-VALUES [ATA SETS
[SOH 0 J 1
[SOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 9
SGALP 1 1 56
SGP 1 1 143
SG2N 1 1 12
sr 2 6 1
























TYPE ARGUMENTS FUNCT.-VALUES [ATA SETS
ISOTl 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 9
SGALP 1 1 38
SGP 1 1 72
SG2N 1 1 12
ST 2 6 1
STO 0 3 1
"'*"'*"'*******
'" '*
'" NI 61 *
'" '"
***"'*""'*****
TYPE ARGUr~ENT S FUNCT.-VALUFS UH SETS
I SOTl 0 3 1
I SOT 2 0 ) 1
SGALP 1 1 36
SGP 1 1 70
SG2N 1 1 27
STO 0 3 1
********"'**'"
'" *
* NI 62 '"
'" *
******"'****'"
TYPE ARGUMENTS FUNCT.-VALUES UTA SETS
ISllTl 0 3 1
I SOT 2 0 ::I 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 1
SGALP 1 1 42
SGP 1 1 66
SG2rl 1 1 17
STD 0 3 1
******"'*"'**'"
'" *
'" NI 64 *
'" '""'****"'''''''**~<*
TYPE ARGUMENTS FUNCT.-VALUES [AU SEtS
I SOT 1 0 3 1
ISOT 2 0 3 1
SGALP 1 1 12
SGP 1 1 14
SG2N 1 1 21















































































































-64 1.0000E-03 4.83300[t06 1.500CCH07
1390 1.0000E-03 1."00CCE+07
108 1.00001::-03 2.20000Et05 1.500CCEt07
13 78 1.0000E-03 1. 500COE+07
54 1.0000 E-03 1.55000Et06 1.500CCEt07
1585 1.0000E-03 1.500COEt07
1582 1.0000E-03 1.50000Et07
1338 I. COOOE-03 1.500CCEt07
38 1.0000E-03 7.05 I,O:lEt06 1. 500CCE+0 7
FOR 39 ENERGIES 8ETWEEN 1.000000[+0It EV ANO 1.400000E+C7 fV










































TYPE ARGUMENT S FUNCT.-VALUES [AH SET S
ISOll 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 .3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 5
SGALP 1 1 37
SGP 1 1 44
SG2N 1 1 10
ST 2 6 1
STO 0 3 1
*******~,>;<***
>I< *
>I< MO 94 *
>I< "*
*********** *
TYPE ARGLJMEf<TS FUNCT.-VALUES [AlA SETS
IsDn 0 3 1
IS0T2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 ß 3
SGALP 1 1 55
SGP 1 1 47
SG2N 1 1 30
ST 2 6 1








































TYPE ARGUMEI\TS FUNCT.-VALUES [,AH SETS
ISOlI 0 "3 1
I SOT2 0 :I 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 14
SGALP 1 1 35
SGP 1 1 44
SG2N 1 1 40
ST 2 (, 2
STO 0 J 1
**********~,*
'" '"
* MO 96 '"
'" '"",,,,*****~,,~**,,,
TYPE ARGUMENT S FUNCT .-VALUES LAH SET S
IS011 0 "3 1
ISOT 2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 4
SGALP 1 1 43
SGP 1 1 49
SG?N 1 1 30
ST 2 6 1







































TYPE ARGUMENT S FUNCT .-VALUF.S [AH sns FIRST ARGUM. T1iRESHtJLD LAST AliGUI'.
ISOTI 0 3 1
IS0T2 0 3 1
RANGHS 0 4 1
RES 3 ß 10 1.0900E+Ol 1.255CGE+C~
SGALP 1 1 52 l'. 0000 E-O 3 6.20100E+06 1.500CC"+07
SGP 1 1 47 1.0000E-03 8.00600E+06 1.5JJCCE+07
SG2N 1 1 25 1.0000[-03 7.05400E+06 1.5GOCOE+01
ST 2 6 2 0.0 0.0
STO 0 3 1
*>I<********~'*
* *
>I< MO 98 >I<
'" '"***",*",****~,*
TYPE ARGUMEI\TS FUNCT.-VALUES CAH SET S FIRST ARGUM. THRESHOLD LAST ARGUM.
ISflT1 0 3 1
IS0T2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 9 1.2000E+Ol 9.00000E+03
SGALP 1 1 26 1.00001:-03 8.00600E+06 1.5COCOE+01
SGP 1 1 19 1.0000E-03 1.06000E+01 1.5000(Et07
SGZN 1 1 29 1.0000E-03 8.48200Et06 1.5CGCOE+01
ST 2 6 1 0.0 1.000GOE+OC
STO 0 3 1
- 471 -






TYPE ARGUMENTS FUNCT.-VAlUES CAH SETS
Ison 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RE S 3 8 6
SGAlP 1 1 39
SGP 1 1 20
SG2N 1 1 28
ST 2 6 1















































































































* U 235 *
* *************
- 472 -




















































































60 1.000OE-03 5.40000HOb 1.50GCCH07




FCR 43 ENERGIES 8ETWEEN I.OOOOOOE+04 EV ANO 1.5200COEH1 EV









































































1. 21000E +06 11
1.3COOOEt06 10
1.36100E+06 10
1.4 0900E +06 9
1.43700E+06 10



















2 ) .0000E-03 1.5000eE+01
112 1.0000E-03 5.00000E+05 1. 5000CE+0 7
4385 1.0000E-03 1.500CCE+01
95 1.0000{;-03 4.70000E+04 1.500CCE+01






32 1.0000f:-03 6.10000E+06 1.500CCE+07
15 1.0000E-03 1.16000E+07 1.500C(E+01
5 9.0 2.000CCEtOO
1
FGR 42 ENERGlES eUWEEN 1.000000E+04 EV ANO 1.4000COE+(7 EIJ
FaR 26 EXC IT EO l Eil ElS




1.0000E-03 7. uOOOO[;+05 3.80000E+06
1.0000E-03 8.000001::+05 3.80000E+06
1. OOOOE-O 3 9.00000E+05 3.80000E+06
1.0000E-03 9.50000Et05 3.80000E+06
1. OOOOE-O 3 1.00000E+06 3.80000E+06
1.0000E-03 1.10000E+06 3.80000Et06
1.0000E-03 1.10000H06 3.80000Et06
1.0000E-0 3 1.10000E+06 3.60000E+06
1.0000E-03 1.20000f:+06 3.80000Et06






1.0000E-03 1.50000Ef-06 3. 80000E +06
1. OOOOE-O 3 1.50000E+06 3.80000E+06
1.0000E-03 1.65000E+06 4.50000E+06








* '"* PU238 *
* *
************
FIRST ARGU~. THRl:SHULO LAST ARGUM.
1.0000E-03 4.99000E+04 1.70000E+06
1.0000E-03 2.02000E+05 1.70JOOE+06





1.0000E-03 9.87000E+05 I. 7000 OE +06
1.0000E-03 9.89000E+05 1.70GOOE+06
1.000CE-03 I.OOOOOH06 1.70000Et06
L. OOOOE-O 3 1.07400Et06 1.70000E+C6
1.0000E-03 1.087001:+06 I. 7000 OE +06
L.0000E-03 1.20700E+06 1.'7000 OE +06
1.0000E-03 1.23300E+06 1.7000 OE +06




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SETS FIRST ~RGU". THRESHOLO LAST ARGlJM.
35 1.0000E-03 4.99000H04 1.5000CEl-06
23 1.0000E-03 2.47000[;l-05 1. 500:JCE t06
23 1.0000E-03 5.50000H05 1.50000El-06
21 1.0000E-03 6.49000Ei-05 1.50000El-06
19 1.0000E-03 7.05000Et05 1.5000 OE l-06
18 1.0000E-03 8.61000Et05 1.50000El-06
17 1.0000E-03 9.00000Et05 1.5000 OE +06
15 1.0000E-03 9.38000E+05 1.50000Et06
13 1.0000E-03 9.59000Et05 1.5000 OE +-06
14 1.0000E-03 1.00200E+06 1.50000E+06
13 1.0000E-03 1.03100E+06 1.50000El-06
11 1.0000E-03 1.03800El-C6 1.5000CEl-06
11 I.OOOOE-03 1.09100Et06 1.50000El-06
10 I.OOOOE-O 3 1.1l600H06 1.5000CEl-06
5 1.000CE-03 1.41100El-06 1.5000CU06
8 1.0000E-03 1.16100El-06 1.5000 OE l-06
4 1.0000E-03 1.41100El-06 1.50000U06
4 1.000CE-03 1.43800H06 1.50000U06
4 1.0000E-03 1.43800E:+06 1.50000U06























































[AlA SETS FIRST ARGUM. THRESHULD LAST ARGUM.
36
1007 0.0 1.500((E .. 07









1203 1.0000E-03 1.5000 CE+ 0 7
11 C; 7 1.0000E-03 1.500C(E+07
1217 1.0000E-03 1.500CCE+07





16 1.0000E-03 6.07000E+06 1.500C(H07




FCR 72 EIIERGIES EETwEEN 9.999997E+01 EV AND 1. 5000(OHC1 E\I
FOR 20 EXClTED LEVELS




1.0000E-03 1.12000E+05 1. OOOOOE +06
1.0000E-03 1.72000U05 1.00000E+06
1.0000E-03 2.00000E+05 1.00000E+06
1.0000E-03 2.35000H05 1. OOOOOE +06
1.0000E-03 2.44000U05 1.00JOOE+06
1.0000E-03 2.96000E+05 1.0000 OE +06





1. OOOOE-O 3 8.09000E+05 1.00000E+06
1.0000E-03 (J.35000E+05 1.00000E+06











FIRST tRGUM. THRESHOLO LAST ARGlJM.
0.2912E-79 4.99000E+04 1.50000006
1.0000E-03 2.41000E+05 1.5000 OE +06
1.0000E-03 5.50000E+05 1.5000 CE .. 06
1.0000E-03 6.49000E+05 1.5000 CE "06






1.0000E-03 1.09100E+06 1. 5000 OE "06
1.0000E-03 1.10700Ef06 1.5000 OE t06
1.0000E-03 1.16100E"06 1.50000E+06
1.000CE-03 1.41100E+06 1.5000 OE +06






























































































1. 46000E ..05 23
2.94000E+05 23












1 • 411 OOE .. 06 4
1.43800E+06 3
